
	  

Treasure	  Hunt	  around	  Morro	  Jable	  
	  

This treasure hunt is all about points. Your team collects points by doing the tasks 
shown below. Except for the given points there are also some extra points to earn in 
creativity and whiteness in the photos, at least one group member has to be in the 
picture. A little hint is that the more points you get the further away the place from the 
city center. Keep track of the time. You will have to be back at 11:30 at the meeting 
point. 

 

Points Mission Checked 
30 Price of 1 kg of Majorero cheese  
20 Find the Zoo and get information about the price.  
30 Go to the bar “Plaza” and ask what a leche y leche is.  
20 Find to the Padel court and ask for the price for 1 hour  
10 Find a shop and take a photo of something you would never 

buy 
 

10 Find someone who can explain you the meaning of the 
Canarian expression: se me fue el baifo. 

 

10 Something that has really impressed you because it is new for 
you 

 

50 Go to “Armas” (ships) office and ask for the name of the ship 
that goes to Gran Canaria and for the price of the trip. 

 

50 Find the petrol station and ask for the most popular car among 
the people from Fuerteventura. 

 

30 Go to “Cofradía de Pescadores” (restaurant) and look for one of 
the most typical fish of Fuerteventura. 

 

30 Go to “Club Náutico” (school for water activities) and get 
information about the price and duration of a windsurf course. 

 

30 Next to the “Club Náutico” there is a special nursery. Take a 
photo of the poster at the entrance and tell us who stays there. 

 

10 Find someone who can explain to you the meaning of the 
Canarian expression: cámbate la peluca. 

 

30 Go to the “chiringuito” (beach restaurant) and ask for the paella 
(day of service and price). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Points Mission Checked 
10 Go to “Info Center” and get information about three typical 

Canarian products. 
 

10 Get into the shopping center and ask for the most popular pub for 
teenagers. 

 

10 Something you would never buy.  
10 What kind of sports can you practice on Jandía´s beach?  
10 Find someone who can explain to you the meaning of the 

Canarian expression: arrállate un millo. 
 

30 Go to “Robinson” (hotel) and ask which one was the first hotel in 
Morro Jable and the number of years it has been here. 

 

10 Find “Chilly Chocolate” and ask for the most popular ice-cream 
among foreigners. 

 

10 Go to the supermarket and get information about how many 
kinds of gofio they sell. 

 

10 Get inside a perfume store and ask for the raw material typical 
from the Canary Islands used in creams, oils… 

 

10 Find the tipical animal from Fuerteventura.  
20 Go to the “Padilla” and ask for popular fruits (banana is invalid) 

among the Canarian people. 
 

20 Go to the church and write down the mass timetable.  
10 Ask for a local bar where you can listen to live music while you 

have dinner. 
 

30 Next to “Charlie” (restaurant) there is a small square where you 
can find a statue. Ask who it stands for and why. 

 

20 Make a video singing the chorus of the song Mojo picón (by 
Caco Senante). You can ask people from the town. 

 

10 Find someone who can explain you the meaning of the Canarian 
expression: ¡agüita! 

 

 

 

 

	  


